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I Think We'Re Alone Now
 
I think we're alone now
When the street lights turn on
And the sun comes down
And the moon comes up
 
I think we're alone now
When the last tv goes out  durring the night
And everyone is asleep
 
I think we're alone now
When the silence puts you to sleep
And start to dream of being alone
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Magic
 
I wish I had magic
To do many things
To teach me to cook
Or teach me to sing
To help me do almost anything
And if I get in trouble
It'll help me out
By charming the person so they can't shout
There are many things magic can do
But I wish magic was real sometimes
Don't you
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My Strangest Dream
 
The strangest dream I ever had
Happened last night while I layed
I went to college thought i was in 10th grade
And everyone there looked like they haven't aged
My school and classes were fifty miles away
From where I boarded a block away from my parents
The boarding house was so big I would look up and be lost
It felt like it changed every day
Getting bigger and bigger that now school was ninty miles away
And on friday of my first week
I got a pet pet parot that talked and squeeked
When I fell asleep that Friday I see
That it was just a strange dream
Well that's what the parot said
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One Night During Dinner
 
One night during dinner
I started to see
That everyone was looking at me
When I realized why they were looking at me
I was running away covered in nacho cheeze
That one night during dinner
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Rain
 
Rain rain boring rain
You're stuck trapped indoors
Listening tothe children outside
Playing sports on the puddleful fields
Listening to the rythemicsound
Of the rain               hitting the window
Drop                  Drop
        Plop                   Drop
Drop           Plop
    Plop          Drop         Plop
               Drop        Plop       Splash
You turn around and look outside
The rain has passed time for fun
Running outside is everyone
Enjoying the newly regenerated sun
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That One Dress
 
That one dress
I saw in that one store
Next to that pair of beautiful shoes
 
That one dress
That I tried on that day
Fit beautifully on me
 
That one dress
That I saw next to the shoes
Was the one I wanted
 
That one dress
That I saw that day
Is still in the store
'Cause I didn't pay
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The Flower
 
Flower
Beautiful, new
Flowing, blooming, growing
Flower power
A natural gear
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Water
 
Water oh water
Rushes around different worlds
Important in life
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